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ABSTRACT
Bobis’ Banana Heart Summer is a novel that follows the story of Nenita as she comes of age in the neighborhood of
Remedios Street, a fictional setting situated in the province of Bicol. The novel is a successful sketch of how families,
neighbors, recipes, and even rumors keep a town thriving.
This paper deals primarily with the textual analysis of the poignant female characters of the novel: Violeta, Marina,
and Nenita. The paper focuses on how these characters formed the weighted societal notions of family and gender
roles. This paper arrives at the conclusion that compulsory heterosexuality is present in the novel and that
patriarchal power is exercised by both male characters and the state/community itself by structuring and relegating
the roles specific to women such as mistresses, mothers, and maids. This paper aims to shed light on the different
roles that women play within the household and how enforcing heternormativity upon these roles shape their reality
as women.
Keywords: feminism; coming-of-age; gender roles; compulsory heterosexuality
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The tale of Banana Heart Summer unfolds in a
rather secluded barrio in Bicol and stretches
along the small but lively Remedios Street
where Nenita lives. The novel is primarily
centered on Nenita’s coming-of-age but also
features the different characters in their small
neighborhood and provides a colorful sketch of
the various upbringing of each family, resulting
in a vivid caricature of a symbolic and typical
Filipino neighborhood in the province. The
novel is rich with subplots such as how rumor
starts in a small neighborhood, the interaction
of the rich and the poor, the living conditions
and identity of children and teens in the adult
realm of working and breadwinning, and of
course, the romantic associations and even
extramarital affairs that thrive in the nooks and
crannies of the cramped Remedios Street. The
novel is fit for an analysis of female roles within
the household given its rich portrayal of its
characters: Violeta, Marina, and Nenita.
One topic of interest among the rest is the
living conditions of women in this novel,
particularly those of Violeta Valenzuela or
Señorita VV, Marina who happens to be
Nenita’s mother, and finally that of Nenita’s.
These three women remain to be the most
dominant female characters in the novel, and it
is interesting to look at how these characters
intersect. Nenita, the protagonist of the novel,
seeks to win her mother’s affection back by
aiming to be the best daughter there is. She
cooks, cleans up after her many siblings, and
finally tries to earn money to help bring food to
the table by working as a helper in the
Valenzuela household. Marina, on the other
hand, refuses to recognize the efforts of her
daughter. For her, life ended when she was
gotten pregnant by Nenita’s father. She
became rigid, stern, and harsh not just to
Nenita but to her husband and other children.
Meanwhile, Violeta, a young and soft-spoken

nurse, becomes the employer of Nenita. She
tends to Nenita’s needs and recognizes her
industry in cooking and cleaning inside the
house. Soon enough, her care for Nenita
exceeds that of an employer’s and her
character shifts to a mother-figure for Nenita.
It is then necessary to examine the internal and
external factors that led these women to the
roles that they perform and fulfill in the novel.
In Merlinda Bobis’ Banana Heart Summer, the
weighted societal notions of family and
gender roles expected from women in the
small community of Remedios Street forced
Violeta,
Marina,
and
Nenita
into
institutionalized and compulsory sexuality of
women:
1. Violeta’s extramarital affair underscores
the silences and discrimination faced by
women as mistresses.
2. Marina’s pregnancy out of wedlock is
viewed negatively by her family, making
her own marriage and motherhood a
punishment for her “indiscretion.”
3. Nenita’s coming-of-age is both stunted and
enriched by her heavy desire to win her
mother’s love.

The chosen text or framework for this analysis
is
Adrienne
Rich’s
“Compulsory
Heterosexuality and Lesbian Existence” and
Kathleen Gough’s “The Origin of the Family” as
both texts highlight how women within the
household are subjugated through the roles
assigned to them. Meanwhile, Rich’s discourse
on lesbian existence may be viewed not just as
women loving other women, but also the
difficulty of women to connect with other
women due to the stringent restrictions that
male power imposes upon them. Adrienne
Rich’s “Compulsory Heterosexuality and
Lesbian Existence” discusses how patriarchy
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and a patriarchal mode of production shaped by the entire community of Remedios
contributed to the coercion of women into Street.
heterosexuality.
Compulsory
heterosexuality
does
not
This “compulsory heterosexuality” defined and necessarily equate to all women being innately
institutionalized very restrictive heterosexual lesbians but to the restrictive heteronormative
roles for women that denied them the right to roles imposed upon them by male power and
freely choose their own roles, activities, and patriarchal modes of production. Such are the
participation in the society. In Rich’s essay, she struggles that these three women faced against
cites Kathleen Gough’s “The Origin of the the patriarchal community of Remedios Street
Family”
in
enumerating
the
eight – all three women moved along very confined
characteristics of male power (Rich):
and limited spaces that dictate their roles in the
society. They were female and females should
1. To deny women sexuality
be bound to familial obligations. As Habib
2. To force it upon them
discusses, “the crucial site of women’s
3. To command or exploit their labor to oppression is the family” (Feminist Criticism).
control their produce
Violeta’s, Marina’s, and Nenita’s roles as
4. To control or rob them of their children
women are heavily gravitated toward the
5. To confine them physically and prevent
restrictions and responsibilities of being bound
their movement
6. To use them as objects in male transactions to a family where their roles and how they
perform them are dictated by the male
7. To cramp their creativeness
8. To withhold from them large areas of the characters around them. Violeta’s voice was
society’s
knowledge
and
cultural hushed because her affair was immoral,
Marina’s body did not belong to her but instead
attainments
it was owned by her husband and her six
It is evident that the male characters in the children,
and
Nenita’s
coming-of-age
novel enforce, whether intentional or not, experiences were hardly her own, but mostly
restrictive roles upon these primary female brought about by harsh and grueling external
characters. Mr. Alano serves as a living factors that depended on their impoverished
evidence of Violeta’s extramarital affair, in upbringing.
addition to the child that they have conceived,
which prompted Violeta to marry a foreigner to The Mistress
cover up for her bastard child. Gable, Marina’s
husband, defines Marina’s role as a matriarch, Violeta Valenzuela or Señorita VV as Nenita
restricting her space and participation into just fondly called her is introduced as an 18-years
the house that they live in. Plus, their inability old hardworking but soft-spoken nurse in the
to control conception has led to Marina’s novel. She was the muse of Basilio Profundo
demise as she is burdened with the care of six who was persistently courting her, yet her
children. Meanwhile, the patriarchal mode of ladylike grace and unexpectedly dulcet voice
living and production and Remedios Street led her into the arms of Mr. Alano who was
forces Nenita to work as a helper for the already explicitly flirting with her: “Brow
Valenzuela’s. She tries every possible means of furrowed, she stared at her husband, playing
pleasing her mother as her experiences are
his guitar too close to their flushed eighteen-
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‘No, wait, I mean it. Saint Joseph
will always love Mary – but I’m
sorry, I can’t, we can’t and you
know that, but I told you to be
careful, and you’re in nursing,
you should know these things.
Oh, I’m sorry, I don’t mean – but
– but …’ This time, the sweaty
face was not only twitching, it
began to sag, his inarticulate
distress pulling it down to his
chest.

year-old neighbor. It was one of those
moments of illumination” (Bobis). It is in this
passage that Mrs. Alano is shown to have a
hunch, or rather great knowledge that
something was or could be going on between
Violeta and Gusting, her husband. In a very
subtle manner, Bobis is successful in sliding in
the subplot of an extramarital affair in the
novel.
In discussing the characteristics of male power,
Adrienne Rich added specific descriptions to
Kathleen Gough’s list (information within
brackets are from Rich):

She stood very still, like a
windless tree. Her hand felt
stunned in mine. Finally she
said, ‘I wish Saint Joseph were
dead’” (Bobis).

“to use them as objects in male
transactions – [use of women as
‘gifts’; bride price; pimping;
arranged marriage; use of
women as entertainers to
facilitate male deals – e.g., wifehostess,
cocktail
waitress
required to dress for male
sexual titillation, call girls,
‘bunnies,’
geisha,
kisaeng
prostitutes, secretaries] (Rich).”

The passage above underscores a tense and
stringent fight for power between Violeta and
Gusting. In the end, based on the exchange of
retorts, it seems as if Violeta got her way by
wishing death upon Gusting. However, looking
closely at their conversation, it is also evident
that Gusting exercised male power over Violeta
by 1) denying her of any parental responsibility
The following passage narrates how Gusting (“you can’t have that even if Saint Joseph loves
Alano responded when Violeta informed him of Mary”) and 2) blaming her for getting pregnant
her pregnancy:
as if it happened all on her own (“I told you to
be careful, and you’re in nursing, you should
“‘But we can’t – you can’t have
know these things”).
that
–
that
Concepcion
Immaculada, even if –’ here he
looked at me worriedly, then
turned to her again, voice
hoarse, ‘if Saint Joseph loves
Mary.’ …
…My mistress stood at this
point. I stood up too and found
her hand; it was clammy and ice
cold. I got even more scared. I
heard her say, ‘That’s all I want
to know,’ in a muffled voice.

As the novel moves along its final chapters,
Señorita VV’s disposition changes from
amicable to completely isolated and nonresponsive. In these last few chapters, it
became evident that she was then carrying Mr.
Alano’s child and she became even more
distraught as Mr. Alano refused to take any
responsibility as the father of the child. This
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forced Violeta to marry Ralph McKenna, a
family friend of her parents who is much older
than her. This only further supports the thesis
that Voleta’s lack of choice as a mistress forced
her to be on object of transaction between Mr.
Alano and Ralph McKenna.
Bobis narrates, “At snack time, it was Mr. Alano
himself who served her the biggest slice of cake
on a breakable plate with a design of red roses.
The rest of us had only small helpings on plastic
saucers. I saw how he came too close, as if the
cake was meant to sit not on her hands, but on
the front of her blouse. His hands accidentally
slipped here and there, and his breathing grew
funny, just as hers did. Then they disappeared
from the room some five minutes before the
band reconvened.” Here, Violeta’s affair with
Gusting Alano remained illicit, and far from
being the moral standard, unlike the current
slant of “mistress narratives” where the
portrayal of the mistress is justified by how
“real” their love or relationship is with the
husband. Señorita VV’s journey as a character
differs from the recent “mistress narratives” as
it covers the guilt and apprehension faced by
mistresses without going through selfrighteous justification.

character in the novel, coercing her into a more
silent and more passive female figure.
I treat Gusting Alano’s denial of parental
responsibilities as an exercise of male power as
it preserves his dignity but muddles that of
Violeta’s but at the same time, releases Violeta
from his stronghold. She then passes herself
onto Ralph McKenna as she decides to marry
him and cover up for her illegitimate
pregnancy. Much as it appears that marrying
Ralph willingly came from Violeta herself, it
must be taken into consideration that “…we
confronting not a simple maintenance of
inequality and property possession, but a
pervasive cluster of forces, ranging from
physical
brutality
to
control
of
consciousness…” (Rich). What this means to
say is that Violeta’s choice to marry Ralph in the
end did not come from complete willingness
but was greatly informed by the harsh
judgment and self-degradation that would be
imposed upon her had she chosen to mother
the child without any paternal figure. Her
choice to give herself away to Ralph was the
result of a “control of consciousness,” an
invisible force in the community she lives in
that dictates her actions and choices as a
woman, as a nurse, as a mistress, and as a soonto-be mother. This “control of consciousness”
enforced upon her by male powers, both of
Gusting Alano and Ralph McKenna allowed
Violeta no other choice but to conform to the
compulsory heterosexuality of women – she
became a “bride price” in the invisible male
transaction between Gusting and Ralph.

“Meanwhile, Ralph hovered around, making
conversation with my employers, sometimes
staring at Señorita VV’s bedroom door. ‘We’re
worried about her, Ralph, she’s been acting
strangely for weeks. She locks herself in there
when she’s not at the hospital or at her college.
I hope she doesn’t forget she’s singing for
tonight’s dance’” (Bobis). Here, Violeta’s
The Mother
pregnancy is foreshadowed as his deemed
rightful savior arrives in the picture. Her guilt
Compared with Violeta, Marina’s character is
and pregnancy further limited her space as a
much more silenced as most of her movement
in the novel is attributed rarely for her speech
and presence, but for how she affects other
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characters such as her husband, Nenita, and
the rest of her children: “Mother is a beautiful
woman. Imagine planes and angles that make
dramatic shadows before the stove. Mine are
rounded, uninteresting. Facially, I am my
father’s daughter, moon-faced and snubnosed. I am dark and all inadequate and
uneven roundness, something like a heart,
something that never comes gracefully full
circle. I can never make her happy” (Bobis). This
passage underscores Marina as an esteemed
matriarch, someone whose affection Nenita
has been attempting to win throughout the
novel. It is also quite ironic to note that last
sentence: “I can never make her happy” as it
juxtaposes with descriptions of mother’s
impeccable beauty. How does it happen that
the child has to beg for her mother’s love?
Marina almost closely resembles that of a
stepmother instead of a real mother to her
children, and her self-loathe all began when
she married her husband: “My mother’s
marriage to my father had collapsed the social
order beyond restoration. The ‘rich relations’ in
the city, except her only sister, did not wish to
know about their kin who ran away with a
mason during her first year at high school”
(Bobis). Understanding the power relations of
Gable and Marina would reveal that even a
brave and self-sufficient matriarch is displaced
in her own marriage and her own motherhood
as society’s punishment for getting pregant
early out of wedlock.

her character, I am reminded of the
stepmothers in fairytales, and even the Other
Mother in Gaiman’s Coraline. Marina’s hatred
of her domestic role is crucial in helping us take
a look at the oppresion that happens within the
family – that domestic violence is not just
evidenced by visible bruises, wounds, or scars,
but the site could also be psychological in
nature. Marina presents herself as that woman
who lost her potential when she had no other
choice but to raise a family of her own. Again,
this calls to mind the thesis that “the crucial site
of women’s oppression is the family” (Feminist
Criticism). Marina’s strife as a self-loathing
mother prompts us to ask the questions: why is
a woman obliged to make a family? And more
importantly, why is she expected to remain
confined to her role as a mother? Marina’s selfloathe is crucial as it subverts that immaculate
image of a mother bestowing unconditional
love, the image of a sacrificial mother who
would do anything for her family and who
would put her family first before herself as
these societal obligations and expectations
have long confined the roles of women into
motherhood and family.
Adrienne Rich further supplements Kathleen
Gough’s characteristics of male power:

Marina’s character presents another outlier’s
voice—a mother who despises her own
motherhood experiences: “Mother never got
over it. She fell pregnant and fell out of her
family’s favor. I suspect she never wanted the
pregnancy, but my earnest young father new
that a baby would make sure she couldn’t leave
him, and she never forgave him or me. Her
shame, her sorrow” (Bobis). In getting to know
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women] to confine them
physically and prevent their
movement – [by means of rape
as terrorism, keeping women off
the streets; purdah; foot
binding; atrophying of women’s
athletic capabilities; high heels
and ‘feminine’ dress codes in
fashion; the veil; sexual
harassment on the streets;
horizontal
segregation
of
women
in
employment;
prescriptions for ‘full-time’
mothering at home; enforced
economic dependence of wives]
(Rich).”

Both characteristics as fully defined above by
Rich discuss how women are immobilized and
confined into very restrictive roles, mostly
within the family. In Bobis’ novel Marina and
her husband, Gable exhibit a very interesting
power dynamic. Nenita narrates that the devil
has eaten her father’s tongue, implying that he
has no verbal power over Marina. However,
Marina is still economically dependent on
Gable as he is the primary breadwinner: “I
suspected my father sold his tongue to the
devil. He had little say in our house. Whenever
he felt like disagreeing with my mother, he
murmured, ‘The devil ate my words.’ This
meant he forgot what he was about to say, and
mother was often appeased. There was more
need for appeasement after he lost his job”
(Bobis). This confines Marina to the household,
in charge of her six children: Nenita, Junior,
Nilo, Claro, Lydia, and Elvis. Her movement and
space were cramped into small and dingy
household. Marina’s character would seem
dominant as she is portrayed to have verbal
power over her husband, but it is because of
Gable’s desire to make a mother out of Marina
that calcified and stunted her growth as a
woman.

Gable as a husband was not abusive. He was
tender toward Marina, possibly out of guilt that
he was not able to provide the kind of life his
wife ran away from: “Father knew his wife by
heart, ‘with its soft, soft core’” (Bobis). It is
through Marina’s economic dependence on
him and their non-usage of contraception that
Gable becomes a suspect of her oppression, no
matter how indirect or inadvertent his exercise
of power is. Halfway through the novel, Marina
gets pregnant again and this was prompted by
Violeta noticing her bump. Gable was oblivious
to Marina’s first trimester of their seventh
child: “Father turned to the wall, staring at his
hands. The devil had eaten his words again. He
imagined the women’s voices were heavy with
accusation. A seventh one? His face burned.”
This makes it more likely that even though
Gable does not physically abuse Marina, he is
still able to monopolize the control of Marina’s
sexuality
by
getting
her
pregnant
consecutively, even if he is aware that their
household can barely feed all eight of them.
This exhibits how Gable’s fear of women is
displaced in his sexual control of Marina: “It
seems more probable that men really fear not
that they will have women’s sexual appetites
forced on them or that women want to
smother and devoir them, but that women
could be indifferent to them altogether, that
men could be allowed sexual and emotional –
therefore economic – access to women only on
women’s terms, otherwise being left on the
periphery of the matrix” (Rich). Since Marina is
already portrayed as the frigid wife and the
authoritarian mother, with less to no affection
shown at all for anyone, it is plausible that
Gable’s male power is exercised over Marina’s
sexuality and unplanned pregnancies. In the
novel, Nenita would describe all the ways that
her father would attempt to appease and
assuage the discontent of her mother. As per
her observation, the outcome was the same:
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“Then a baby always arrived from the armpit” hunger and unquenched desires against the
(Bobis).
peaceful backdrop of provincial life.
Motherhood is viewed by society as a noble
and even a divine occupation. Our society,
especially in the Philippines, treats every child
conceived as a “gift” or “blessing” even if the
mother herself is unprepared and undecided or
outright against having children and rejects
maternal roles. Motherhood then becomes
something women are obliged to entitle
themselves with, a role that the society has
implicitly forced unto the lives of women.
Marina’s hatred of her motherhood subverts
these ideals. Her frigidness and lack of affection
for her children and even her husband
becomes her own deliberate protest against
the roles that society has forced upon her. Her
anger as a mother provides room for women to
question and negate the actual necessity of
motherhood to assess a woman’s success and
potential.

The oppression that Nenita falls victim to
happens not only within the family but also
within their small community – neglect and
noneducation are also forms of oppression.
Not only does this stunt and suppress the
childhood experiences of Nenita, but also those
of her siblings and her peers. The patriarchal
mode of production in the community almost
renders Nenita and the other children hungry
and helpless as different forms of abuse
happen upon them without as much as an
intervention from other social institutions.
Adrienne Rich again further supplements
Kathleen Gough’s characteristics of male
power:
“to withhold from them large
areas of the society’s knowledge
and cultural attainments – [by
means of noneducation of
females; the ‘Great Silence’
regarding
women
and
particularly lesbian existence in
history and culture, sex-role
tracking which deflects women
from science, technology, and
other ‘masculine’ pursuits; male
social/professional
bonding
which
excludes
women;
discrimination against women
in the professions] (Rich).”

The Maid
Nenita’s coming-of-age is the sounding board
of this novel, and by far, it is her awakening and
colorful narration that provides us a multidimensional view of their community in
Remedios Street. Her pre-teen life is enriched
by her encounters with her peers: Bebet, Chichi, and even Manoling Ching and also her
conversations with elders like Nana Dora, the
Calcium Man, and the Valenzuelas provide her
a wider perspective about personal and family
life. In a way, Nenita’s voice provides readers a
taste of how it is like to come of age inside a
rural poor community. The richness of the
dishes she describes in each chapter (i.e.,
smoky coconut chicken in green papayas,
bittermelon graced with eggs, perfumed heart
tempura, etc.), not only underscores the palate
landscape of Bicol, but also juxtaposes Nenita’s

Nenita’s neighbors, specifically Nana Dora and
Violeta Valenzuela, are well aware that Nenita
is being physically abused at the hands of her
own mother. Implicitly, Nenita’s encounter
with Nana Dora at the very first few chapters of
the novel already gives us a hint of Nenita’s
living conditions: “She stepped back, hands on
hips, and squinted at me. “And what happened
to your arms and foot?’” (Bobis). Similarly,
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Violeta Valenzuela took notice of Nenita’s
abuse when she first approached her to be a
maid replacement: “She led me to the sofa and
sat me down. She noted my limp, she stared at
the burns and bruises on my arms. I thought I
heard her breathe deeply before asking, ‘Her
again?’ In a small neighborhood, most events
are no longer news” (Bobis). The following
encounters with Nana Dora and Violeta
Valenzuela implies that the physical abuse
happening to Nenita has long been going on to
the point of nonchalance toward it. They notice
the physical evidence on Nenita’s body, know
the perpetrator, but offer nothing, much less
emotional consolation toward the child. The
closest incident of standing up to Nenita’s
oppressor was done by her father when she
was being badly beaten up by her mother:
“‘Why don’t you just kill her?’ He finally spoke”
(Bobis). The words “he finally spoke” makes it
all the more obvious that this is the first time
someone spoke and stood up for Nenita, and
yet it wasn’t enough to end both the physical
and emotional abuse done to her.

family. Even as she attempts to fulfill more than
her role of being the firstborn, her efforts of
finding employment at the expense of having
to stop schooling, all of it were in vain. Rich
quotes Barry: “female sexual slavery is present
in ALL situations where women or girls cannot
change the conditions of their existence; where
regardless of how they got into those
conditions, e.g., social pressure, economic
hardship, misplaced trust or the longing for
affection, they cannot get out; and where they
are subject to sexual violence and exploitation”
(Rich). This further emphasizes that the
oppressed living conditions Nenita grew up to
is not only brought about by her family’s
neglect, but also by the state’s failure to
recognize the needs, may it be emotional,
physical or mental, of growing children. Albeit
Nenita’s childhood is enriched by the
knowledge she gains as she socializes with her
peers and become the insider’s voice of
Remedios Street, by virtue of social welfare and
child development, Nenita’s family and the
whole of her community has failed her by
neglecting to support and provide for her
Nenita’s central desire in this novel is to win her needs.
mother’s love. Whatever she does, she does it
in the name of making her mother happy again. In turn, Nenita was also forced to take on more
However, it seems such an impossible dream than her fair share of roles as a firstborn
for Nenita as she cannot earn even the slightest daughter. At 12, she became the alternate
of her mother’s affection: “Sometimes she mother figure for the rest of her siblings and
looked at me as if I belonged to someone else. even to her bestfriends, Bebet and Chi-chi who
I did not have her graces. Was this the cause of were always starving in the novel. Part of
her shame? I wondered then” (Bobis). And with Nenita’s small salary from working as a maid
finality, Nenita even concluded: “I can never for the Valenzuela’s went into the different
make her happy” (Bobis). Even when Nenita snacks trhat she gave her siblings and her
finally decided to work as a maid for the friends. Nenita’s journey in this novel prompts
Valenzuelas, and Violeta comforted Marina by us to ask: what can we do to improve the living
saying that Nenita would come back on conditions of growing children and young
weekends, Nenita’s mother tritely refused. This adults in our society? What must be done to
withdrawal of affection renders Nenita put an end to their neglect and noneducation?
displaced from her own home, from her own
As the novel ended, Nenita was able to reach
United States soil as she was petitioned by
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Ralph and Violeta. Nenita’s journey had
concluded in diaspora, but whether or not
Nenita’s journey ended in success or happiness
is by far, still debatable.
The living conditions of Violeta, Marina, and
Nenita in this novel are strong evidence that
compulsory heterosexuality is present and that
patriarchal power is exercised by both male
characters and the state/community itself. The
oppression that these characters experience
are proof that the exercise of male power
cripples women and forces them into
compulsory heterosexual roles such as
mistresses, mothers, and maids – that these
roles are not merely titles but along them are
restrictions that limit the sexual and economic
dependence of women to the existing modes
of male/patriarchal power and production such
as men using women as objects of transaction,
husbands confining women to the household,
and a heternormative society that only
condones domestic violence against women.

means for women to thrive in their own space,
without having full economic dependence on
male modes of production. Nenita herself
voices out that firstborn daughters, young
adults, and growing children have an
indispensable role to play in the community.
Bobis’ work reminds us to look at women as
powerful forces of our society: women on their
own should be given ample space and equal
rights in the household and in the society as a
whole, and that women, together with other
women, could reshape our communities.
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of chilies. And there are women who will
remain unfazed by this cruelty, who will not run
to the tap for relief, but who will deflect this
heat with their own, beaming serenely,
confident in their personal sun.” What I am
able to glean out of this novel and by examining
the living conditions of these women is that the
paradigm is still open for transformation. As
Violeta voices out the unheard-of plight of
mistresses, as Marina challenges the nobility of
motherhood by carrying her hatred, and as
Nenita puts emphasis on the needs and
capabilities of growing children, we can then
picture an alternative and more progressive
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